Many opportunities to upgrade

Welcome to Career & Training 2010: Education 2010, the largest and most established career and education exhibition in Singapore and the region.

As Singapore moves towards a stronger competitive workforce, increasing productivity through employee training and development has been identified as the keys to balancing the long-term development of our workforce. As such, the exhibition is divided into two key segments: the Career & Training and the EduFinance segments.

Career & Training 2010: Education 2010 is a one-stop comprehensive event covering some 300 exhibiting companies and participants from more than 12 countries, including public and private sector organisations as well as local and foreign educational institutions.

The supporting organisation for this event is the Singapore Workforce Development Agency (WDA), which brings employment and training opportunities for new entrants as well as those looking at upgrading.

As the supporting organisation for Career & Training 2010, Singapore W orkforce Development Agency (WDA) brings employment and training opportunities for new entrants as well as those looking at upgrading. The WDA will showcase leading education institutions offering student career guidance and the widest choices of courses and educational opportunities in home and overseas.

EduFinance 2010, which comprises the Scholarship & Education Finance Zone, will offer over 100 courses in numerous disciplines and to over 100 course providers.

In addition to the seminars, special talks and stage presentations will also be conducted at the event on various career-related topics.
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